
North Korea’s Long-Range Missile Testing a Worldwide Threat?

The recent tests by North Korea of long-range nuclear missiles have sparked heated 
debate by South Korea over the agenda of their Northern neighbours. Seven long-range 
missiles were tested off the eastern coast of North Korea with the last being fired on the 
5th of July. But South Korea is not the only country expressing their concern over the 
tests. The other members of the six-nation party, including China, USA and Russia, have 
questioned the events, calling for a six-party discussion over the matter. As North Korea 
refuses participation in these talks, are we on the brink of witnessing a new era of nuclear
warfare threats? Have we gone too far with our unstoppable nature to build ever more 
destructive weapons?

South Korea has taken a stand against the recent actions of the North by withdrawing aid 
to their poverty stricken neighbours until a halt in nuclear activity is reached. Although 
the North claims that such testing may also benefit South Korea, South Korean officials 
have disregarded this. Their action to withdraw humanitarian aid has been voiced as 
being justified, viewing their missile testing as a threat to the humanitarian right of peace.
They maintain that they will continue to withhold aid until the nuclear planning has 
stopped. Other countries have expressed their concern over the missiles, looking for an 
explanation as to why the North Koreans are testing long-range weapons, which 
ultimately threaten these further afield locations. Japan, also a member of the six-nations 
party, has already called for UN sanctions against the recent actions of North Korea, with
others following closely behind.

In these times of heightened awareness of nuclear threats, weapons of mass destruction 
and terrorist activity, is this a step too far? Or are we perhaps over sensitized to any 
mention of missiles and nuclear activity? Could there be an underlying reason for North 
Korea’s interest in missile testing? Is this the start of a new age of fear and nuclear 
terrorist activity?


